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Ticker LSE:YOU 

Market 
cap 

GBP 158.5mn 

Price GBP 1.54 

Cash GBP 10.1mn 

Debt - 
Cash/debt as at 31 Jan 2016 
Intrinsic 
value 

GBP2.02 

S/O 106.6mn 

YE 31 July 
 

2 May 2016 

SURVEYS ON STEROIDS 
An expanding moat hidden in plain sight 

Core Business - YouGov is a market research agency that gathers opinion data. Its roots lie in political 
polling and has expanded its scope to opinions on brands, products, culture, etc. Clients pay YouGov to 
access its data and/or for targeted custom surveys to be sent to YouGov’s large database of panellists 
(survey fillers). Collected opinion data is also sliced and diced and fed back to its database. This 
enhances the data quality which will be valuable to current and future clients (virtuous cycle). Panellists 
are incentivised through points earned for completed surveys, redeemable for cash, prizes and lucky 
draws. It has presence in 37 countries. 

 
Moat – Network effects: Increasing panel size disincentivises clients to approach rivals with smaller 
panels. More clients mean more opportunities for panellists to earn points. The cycle repeats and 
underlying database improves. Economies of scale: Online surveys reach targeted panellists faster and at 
lower cost vs traditional methods. As it builds a larger global network of panellists and further scales up, 
will likely be increasingly harder for rivals to dislodge YouGov. 

Quality of Financials and Business – Even on a strict full FCF basis (incl. purchase of intangibles), it exceeds operating profit by a 
relatively wide margin over 4 out of the past 5 years (FY2011 – FY2015), signifying low risk of accounting gimmicks. While revenue 
increased just 35.6% over last 5 years, profitability measures (operating profit, OCF, adj. FCF) grew in the range of 74% and 644%, a sign 
of quality growth and improved margins from scale. Adj. FCF ROadj.C (less cash) has marched upwards since FY2012, and at 17% in 
FY2015, it may not be eye popping but importantly, is a key measure of profitable growth from reinvestment and an improving underlying 
business.  
 
As its analytics and distribution engine is largely a fixed cost and geographically scalable, revenue growth is likely to enter a virtuous cycle 
and raise margins, provided its ground staff ground for each region has also been fixed. All its business segments showed revenue growth 
in FY2015. Panel size growth and panellists retention rate are the most crucial ingredients of its business model. While absolute panel 
size’s growth from FY2012 to FY2014 stalled due to removal of inactive panellists, this shows seriousness in YouGov’s focus on quality 
rather than quantity. Sizeable investments in FY2015 (GBP1.5mn) and FY2014 (GBP1.7mn) specifically to grow panel size led the number 
of panellists to grow 22% y-o-y in FY2015.  
 
Risks and Mitigating Factors 

 Analytics start-ups utilising algorithms to trawl through 
social media opinion data 
o Degree of incompleteness and inaccuracy due to 

disconnect of privately and publicly held views 
o A minority take to the internet to publicly air views 
o Less targeted than known panellists with past data 
o Inability to perform custom surveys 

 Competition from traditional market research firms (GfK, 
Nielsen, etc) 
o Potentially damaging if successful but hard to 

dislodge YouGov’s lead of 4.2mn (31 Jan 16) 
panellists globally built over > a decade 

 Exodus/dropping off of panellists (disengaged, 
incentives not kept up)  
o Mitigated by network effect of increasing revenue to 

feed incentives 
 

Variant Perception and Catalysts – Earnings and full FCF are optically 
depressed due to constant reinvestment to grow products, backend 
analytics and panel size. FY2015’s profit was also impacted by 
restructuring costs of GBP0.7mn.  
 
Growth opportunities in Asia Pacific are likely not fully factored in, which it 
has expanded into only in FY2014. Asia Pacific had tremendous panel size 
growth but is a drag on overall profitability – small losses of GBP0.4 mn 
and may provide a jolt of earnings upside almost from nowhere when it 
finally scales into profitability. Most people likely see YouGov as a political 
pollster but its opinion data business on brands, products (corporate) 
makes up the bulk of revenue (~90%) is now its key growth driver. 
 
YouGov has the additional advantage of an easily tracked metric investors 
can use to gauge its credibility and reliability - YouGov’s predicted political 
results – which few rivals with significant corporate business can leverage 
on as a marketing tool. 

Valuation – Without accounting for TTM 1H2016’s performance which has done well, YouGov trades at a FY2015 adj. FCF/EV yield of 
5.8% or multiple of 17x. While not cheap on traditional measures, for a growing business; good geographical and product reinvestment 
opportunities - potent given its good ROC; and an expanding moat, it is worth paying up for quality. On a adj. DCF basis that strips out 
growth intangible expenditure and capex (estimated using Bruce Greenwald’s method), under 3 cases, the intrinsic value is GBP215.7mn 
(equity value, incl. cash) or GBP2.02 per share. This represents a margin of safety of 24% (under rather conservative assumptions). Pitfalls 
to keep track of are its ROC, panel size growth and political polling accuracy.  

 
Historical Financials (GBP ‘000) TTM 1H2016 FY2015 FY2014 FY2013 FY2012 FY2011 

Revenue 81,422 76,110 67,375 62,551 58,145 56,142 

Growth 7.0% 13.0% 7.7% 7.6% 3.6% 26.9% 

Operating profit 4,473 2,865 1,039 1,490 763 385 

Growth 56.1% 175.7% -30.3% 95.3% 98.2% -103.6% 

Operating cash flow 12,993 9,568 8,601 6,418 3,572 4971 

Growth 35.8% 11.2% 34.0% 79.7% -28.1% -11.2% 

Greenwald main. intangible ex.               2,066  592  2,492  1,601  1,777  -  

Greenwald maint. capex                  561  349  620  21  446  - 

Adjusted FCF            10,366  8,627  5,488  4,797  1,349  4,971  

Growth 20% 57% 14% 256% -73% 54% 

Adj. FCF Margins 13% 11% 8% 8% 2% 9% 

Adj. FCF ROadj.C (less cash) 17% 17% 11% 9% 3% 11% 

    

DCF growth assumptions using 
TTM 1H2016 adj. FCF as base 
DCF period: 2H2016 – FY2025 
Terminal growth rate: 3% 
Discount rate: 10% 

Bear case 
20% probability | GBP131.2mn 

Growth rates: 5%, 5%, 0%, -5%, -
10%, -15%, -10%, -5%, 0%, 3% 

Base case 
70% probability | GBP232.2mn 

Growth rates: 10%, 6%, 6%, 6%, 
5%, 5%, 5%, 4%, 4%, 4% 

Bull case 
10% probability | GBP269.2mn 
Growth rates: 15%, 10%, 10%, 
8%, 8%, 6%, 6%, 4%, 4%,4% 

  

 


